Sani-Kennels™ Modular Kennel System
Manufactured by Mason, proudly distributed throughout Australasia by Therian.
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Design your Sani-Kennel™ in 4 easy steps!

Four easy steps:
1.

Choose your panel

2. Choose your gate that compliments the panel you select
3. Choose your accessories
4. Provide your dimensions or layout and Therian will provide complimentary design consultation and
computerised drawings for your unique space and needs

Any choice you make will provide you with an enclosure
system that is attractive, durable and of high quality.
Mason will customise your SaniKennel™ based on your speciﬁcations to ﬁt your unique space at no extra cost.
Many of our SaniKennels™ are installed by our customers. However we do offer installation assistance through our Mason Construction
subsidiary. This assistance can be as little as a technician to help you get started, to as much as a complete factory-trained installation
team. Therian can help you set up your equipment correctly for a guaranteed price. Ask for an installation quote along with your
materials quotation.

To learn more about SaniKennels and have your questions answered, call Therian on 1800 251 766 today.
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Step 1: Choose your panel
Stainless Steel Panels: Mason’s Finest
100% stainless steel construction
Adjustable 16ga. stainless steel ﬂoor mounting system for a watertight seal on
sloped ﬂoors
Framework is 16ga. 304 stainless steel square tubing that is miter-cut and
hand welded at every intersection
Isolation 4’ high with two sheets of 20 GA. 304 stainless steel and internal
sound deadening core with welded wire above
10 year standard warranty

Wilsonart Panels: Make a Fashion Statement
Hundreds of Wilsonart decorative ﬁnishes available
Polypropylene ﬂuted core panel construction (no natural ﬁbers) will not absorb
moisture
Aluminium framework
Patented Sani-Slope ﬂoor seal system adjusts to various ﬂoor slopes while
maintaining a water tight seal between runs
Choice of stainless steel, galvanised, or polyethylene grid top sections

Choose from the following three Wilsonart lines:
The Standards
Wilsonart Home
WilsonartHD
Go to Wilsonart.com to see the unlimited color options

FRP Panels: A Great Look and Value
FRP (ﬁberglass reinforced plastic) isolation panels resist scratching, staining,
odor and moisture
USDA Certiﬁed antimicrobial surface is easy to clean and sanitise
Aluminium framework is strong and rust-proof
Patented Sani-Slope ﬂoor sealing system adjusts to various ﬂoor slopes while
maintaining a water tight seal between runs
Available in 11 decorative colors and choice of stainless steel, galvanised steel,
or polyethylene grid top section for proper airﬂow
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Stainless Steel: Mason’s Finest
100% stainless steel construction provides superior appearance, strength and durability
The 25mm x 88mm spaced wire grid is welded at every intersection for the strongest and
safest gates for animals and handlers

Stainless Steel Two
Standard on All Mas

Custom built to your exact size and conﬁguration and includes 10 year standard warranty

This latch is second to none and p

Tempered Glass: Attractive Open-View Appearances
Stainless steel framework with ¼” thick tempered glass

100% stainless steel construc

Allows inward and outward o

Controls noise by blocking direct source

Self-latching operation for ea

10 year standard warranty

Lockable with leash-clip or pa
Secures inside and outside

Tempered Glass with Wilsonart Panels

Tempered Glass with Stainless Steel Welded Wire

Combination: Mason’s Newest Gate Option - Various material com
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Step 2: Choose your gate

Galvanised Welded Wire: The Durable Option

o-Way Latch:
son Gates

Same design as Mason’s premium stainless steel gate however designed with galvanised
framework and grid for a more economical price
25mm x 88mm wire grid is welded at every intersection to provide superior strength,
appearance and durability
Custom sized for your speciﬁc needs

perfect for any gate you choose.

ction

Chainlink: Mason’s Unsurpassed Value Leader

opening of gates

Smaller diamond mesh is hand-laced to the frame for higher durability and animal safety

asy daily usage

Gatorshield structural tubing framework and electro-galvanised woven wire provide a superior
level of corrosion protection and a smooth ﬁnish

adlock

Tempered Glass with FRP Panels

Custom sized welded frame construction to your exact dimensions

Stainless Steel Welded Wire with Tempered Glass

mbinations (glass, wire, Wilsonart, FRP) in each gate section available
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Step 2 Continued: Optional Features

Silvis Seal: Cross Contamination Problems Solved
Patent pending design

Provides a secondary seal for the life of the equipment

Prevents cross ﬂow of ﬂuids underneath panels - stops the
spread of disease

Provides peace of mind that the runs will maintain positive
isolation between one another

Molds to the contours and imperfections of your ﬂoor

Withstands high pressure power washing systems

Aluminium Sani-Slope “T” provides adjustment to
accommodate the slope of the run

Ends are capped preventing ﬂuids from getting underneath
the seal

Holds up to common cleaning chemicals such as bleach and
ammonia

Stainless Steel Slide Gates: Another Customised Product
Patent-pending latch design is trouble free and easy to operate
Units allow for narrower aisles to maximise space
Custom manufactured to any size desired to maximise a
buildings footprint
Capable of being pad locked for increased security
Made of all stainless steel components

Comes with the same 10-year warranty offered on all
Mason stainless steel gates
Available in FRP, Wilsonart, and tempered glass conﬁgurations
Provides peace of mind that the runs will maintain positive
isolation between one another
Prevents aisle way obstructions when doors are left open
Can be opened by kennel personnel from either outside or
inside run
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Step 3: Choose your accessories
Stainless Steel Bowl Brackets
No need to enter the run or enclosure with this
bowl bracket designed for Mason’s stainles steel
bowls Convenient design features no sharp edges
Swing-down door automatically latches when
closed

Automatic Waterer
Keep your dog or pet health with a constant
supply of fresh cool water using Nelson’s Automatic
dog waterer Model 1200
A self waterer unit that
provides a constant supply of fresh clean water and
eliminates the hassles of manually watering your
dogs and pets.

Stainless Steel Bowl Brackets

Automatic Waterer

Top Covers
Top covers provide animal security and owner
peace of mind, while creating a more ﬁnished
appearance
Made from durable, high quality
materials you expect from Mason Company
customised for any kennel or run Available in wire or
polypropylene grids
Clamp on to gate, side panel
and back panel frames

Rest Benches
Dogs love rest benches Mason rest benches keep
dogs clean and comfortable, and off of wet or soiled
ﬂoors and drains Our rest benches are constructed
of the highest quality aluminum or Gatorshield ®
structural steel tubing swing-up and freestanding
styles Ideal for Mason Isolation Kennels Swing-up
rest benches allow easy drain access and cleaning
by kennel staff

Kenl-Dors ®
Kenl-Dors by Mason are considered to be
the industry’s most efﬁcient vertical lift doors
Accommodate a variety of needs Wall Mounted
Kenl-Dors provide controlled indoor-outdoor dog
access Panel Mounted Kenl-Dors can be mounted
to any Mason back panel or division panel All KenlDors glide easily in specially designed, heavy-duty
aluminium channels

Standard WallMounted

Cable Guard
Wall-Mounted

Panel-Mounted
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Step 4: Provide your dimensions or layout

More Choices
Attractive Designs

“Cost effective, short install time, maintenance
free, easy cleaning and your customers will
love them. If you are serious about kenneling
you can’t beat Mason kennels.
Just buy them!”
C & J Jones, Kalgoorlie Pet Motel, Kalgoorlie WA

Therian Provides Complimentary Design Consultation
and Computerised Drawings
We never charge for design advice, speciﬁcation information, computerised layout drawings or price quotations.
Our friendly professional sales consultants work within your budget and are committed to providing innovative solutions with attractive
designs.

Manufactured by Masons, proudly distributed throughout Australasia by Therian.
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